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A very windy weekend at Snetterton. Fortunately the worst held off till Sunday, and Saturday was warm 
and sunny, so we were able to have a good day, starting with bacon and egg rolls (thanks Alistair and 
Nick) and ending with a barbecue. Thanks to those who participated, including Richard and Barbara who 
came to support – lovely to see them, and Richard will be back racing with us at Donington. On Sunday it 
was a logistical nightmare even to make a cup of coffee without it blowing away. 
 
OK, so about the racing… 10 of us and 10 of the Kits. I’d counted on a minimum of 10, but in the end not 
the 10 that turned up! Several expected entrants are still waiting for parts (surely they’ll be up and running 
for Donington!). Unanticipated and very welcome runners were Ken Paton, with his newly rebuilt D-Type, 
in company with Tim; returning Ginettas of Roger and Ian, and both Matt and Peter Smith. Expected but 
equally welcome were Nick and Cheng in Cobras, Ken’s Mamba 23, and Charles in his 11. 
 
Nick won both races, so it looks as if his Cobra is getting sorted, though in the first race Cheng was 
catching him fast when he broke a drive shaft, depriving us of a promising race. Ken Culverwell was the 
next SRGT driver home, half a second ahead of old rival Nigel Brown, Kitcar co-ordinator. Roger was the 
best of the Ginettas, chased hard by Ian. Matt, having lost the Class C Ginetta to dad Peter, followed Tim 
home. An oil leak prevented Ken Paton from finishing the race, and provided entertainment between 
races as he tried to diagnose it, helped by those who weren’t watching Cheng replacing his diff and 
driveshafts. Though he succeeded, the car didn’t feel as good the next day and he failed to give Nick a 
race. This time it was Ken C’s turn for a DNF, with a broken gearstick, but the two D-types changed 
places throughout the race, with Ken taking the flag first. Roger led a close Ginetta race until the last lap, 
when a fuel problem dropped him behind Matt and Ian. Charles did well to fight off Adrian Chapman’s 
rejuvenated Kitcar and finish a couple of seconds ahead. 
 
Congratulations to Nick, and class winners, especially Ken P, who was delighted to complete the second 
race. BTW, as I know Ken of old I should warn you that once the car is sorted he will be quick! 
 
Lots of people say they’ll be at Donington, and there’s plenty of time to get the cars prepared, so I’m 
planning for 20 cars. Come on – you can do it! You’d better get your entries in early in case the Kits get 
20 too. Max grid is something between 30 and 36 – the blue book is supremely unhelpful. Surprise. 
 
Invitation 
We have been invited to race at the Bentley Drivers Club meeting at Silverstone: Sunday August 14th. It 
would be a SRGT race – no kits, but we would be joined by 6 TVRs. The options are 

 20-minute practice; 40-minute race         £6825.00 plus VAT             

 15-minute practice; 30-minute race         £5460.00 plus VAT  

 15-minute practice; 20-minute race         £4550.00 plus VAT   
We would suggest option 3 (20-minute race) which would work out to about £220 entry for a 25 car grid. If 
you would like to enter, please would you email me or Cheng (thunder.roadcars@btinternet.com) asap. 
The club needs to know quickly as they have to get programmes printed.  If we don’t get enough interest 
we won’t go ahead, but this invitation is also extended for next year, so we can incorporate it into our 
calendar. 
 
Silverstone Classic Meeting July 22-24 
We are taking a place in the infield with the car clubs to promote the series. Anyone who would like to 
bring a car to display will be welcome – please! All SRGT members will receive discounted tickets and 
can attend the rock concert etc. We will have a stand with promotional material – Dan, our marketing 
man, who you may have met at Snetterton, is working on this - and would like volunteers to help for any 
of the days.  
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Next Season 
At the moment our plan for next year is to run 6 to 8 meetings with the Kits again and hope to arrange 
some other stand-alone meetings with other clubs, like the Bentley drivers, depending upon numbers. We 
would like to discuss this with you all during the year. Dan will be emailing you to get your input.  
 
Good luck to those who are going to Spa. See you all at Donny on July 2

nd
. 

 
 


